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for flute, clarinet in Bb, violin,
violoncello, piano and percussion
Respectively: 3/4-tone flat, 1/2-tone flat, 1/4-tone flat, natural, 1/4-sharp, 1/2-tone sharp, 3/4-tone sharp. Accidentals are valid only for the 
note before which they appear. Exception: in passages with immediate repetitions of one same note, the first accidental applies to all 





Play one of the highest 
notes possible (player’s 
choice).
Trills (tr) and tremolos (trm) are always made to the 
note indicated in parentheses. Traditional tremolo 








Strings: pizzicato behind the 





(plus one bow for 
the vibraphone)
Piano preparation (middle C = C4):
* Highest three notes must be “taped” inside. Use a Duck tape to 
dampen the strings on notes Bb7, B7 and C8. A very short percussive 
sound is obtained. A7 and below should remain untouched.
* A screw should be inserted between two of the Bb4 strings at 
approximately half the length. A tone close to a G natural, a tenth below 
Bb4 is expected. If this is hard to achieve in a specific piano, the player 
should look for a similar resonant low sounding effect.
Glissandi up or down. When it occurs at the end of a phrase 
(first example above), it should be a very short glissando, 
starting only at the last moments of the indicated note (in 




















Fast  q = 130
Fast  q = 130
Enigmatic  q = 75-80






















































































































































       

       



















































































       

       



















        

        



















































































        

        

        
3
23
Very rhythmic   q = 75

































































































































    









































































































































































. . . poco  a  poco  meno  vibrato . . .
   

































































































































a little more breathy




















































    
















































    

    





























































   
  




















































































































     





























































































































































































   






















   










































   


















































































   































































































































































































































































A bit slower (q = 65-70)
























































































(E is flat throughout the phrase; same logic for following phrases)
































































































































             























alternate D and D#







 insert G in the middle of



























trill on low G


































































































Fast  q = 130
Fast  q = 130
60 Moderate  q = 75 (don't rush)





































   
pp
 
















     




































































































































































































    

    









































































































































































































































































    


(no vibrato, motor off)
(medium yarn)





















































    
























































































































































































































    

    



























































































All players "freeze" for a moment
with vibraphone's last chord,























































































































































































    


    








































   












































   


















































































   
dampen resonance with finger on




Continuous, colorful, delicate  q = 60



























All glissandi as slow as possible.




















     

    
mp


















































































































































dampen with finger on






























mp highest 3 notes 
taped inside; middle













































































poco a poco più vibrato



































































































































99 Sudden  q = 70





















































































































































































































































































































Frenetic  q = 70-75



































































































Restless, with some urgency

















































insert B in the
middle of trill



























































































   

   

   

   




































Slowing down a bit


































































































































     

     

     

     



















Quasi parlando I  q = 75


















































































































































































































































































































































































   






















































































Fast  q = 130
Fast  q = 130
121
Quasi parlando II  q = 75











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































127 Calm, spacious  q = 46


















     































































































    

     





screw from Bb strings































      













































































      

      


      













Unexpectedly,  q = 75
Unexpectedly,  q = 75
140 Wandering  q = 50
Wandering  q = 50
Somewhat obstinate  q = 60


























   clarinetist leaves the stage (without
the clarinet) after the cello player
7:8y





cellist leaves the stage




















percussionist stays as if there is still more to play



















































































































































































   

  
percussionist "gives up" waiting
and leaves the stage at this moment.

















































































































































































































(clean up half pedal for approx. each new chord;










Nostalgic  q = 46














































































































































































































































































of air on 










     
pp






















































(flautist may choose other pitches for the whistle tones,
 as long as a similar descending shape is maintained;

















END OF PIECE: Flute player may walk off the
stage while playing last few measures. Or he/she
can finish playing, put the flute aside and leave
the stage as the others did. If possible, the lights



































vibrato - - senza vib.


 
pp7:4e

38
